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ANIMATED KEY FOR SEARCH FUNCTION 
ABSTRACT 
A system and method of an interactive animated key on a computing device that changes 
its content depending on input from the user is disclosed. The key is created with four dots each 
with a different radius that represent the search function key, with animations for various stages 
of the search. Upon the user pressing that key to start search, the key changes to 4 dots that are 
the same shape and located next to each other. While the user speaks, the animation represents a 
wavelet and the dots expand and collapse. Once the user is done with the input, the icon becomes 
the 4 dots that start spinning to represent that there is a search query in progress. Finally, when 
the query is returned, the key becomes green to show that the input has been processed. The 
animated key makes the search more interactive and informative for the user. 
BACKGROUND 
All the keys that we have on laptops or other computing devices today are static. They 
are simple glyphs that do not give any more additional information to the user on what is 
happening. Often the user needs to look up at the screen to see whether the device is processing a 
command when they click on it. This is not the optimal user experience as it is not interactive, 
but rather passive. 
DESCRIPTION 
A system and method of an interactive key on a computing device that changes its 
content depending on input from the user is disclosed. The key is created with four dots each 
with a different radius that represent the search function key, with animation as illustrated in 
FIG. 1. Upon the user pressing the key to start search, the animation changes to 4 dots that are 
the same shape, located next to each other. This function represents waiting for the user to talk. 
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While the user speaks, the animation represents a wavelet and the dots expand and collapse as 
illustrated. After the computer receives some audio from the user, if the user stops speaking, then 
the key will turn into a microphone icon. Once the user is done with the input, then the icon 
again becomes the 4 dots that start spinning to represent that there is a search query in progress. 
After the query is returned, the icon turns into a green dot or the entire key turns green, 
representing that the input has been processed, as illustrated in FIG. 1. 
 
FIG. 1: Interactive animated key for search function 
The advantage of the disclosed method is that it makes the search more interactive and 
informative for the user. Further, a similar interactive animated key may have other applications, 
for example, as a power key that slowly fills up with color as the turn off timeout comes. 
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